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INTRODUCTION
An entire fimction is a complex valued function 
single valued and holomorphic in the finite complex plane. 
It has a Taylor series representation which has an infi­
nite radius of convergence. There are three different 
ways an entire function f(z) can behave at infinity:
1. f(z) can have a point of holomorphy at infinity; 
in this case, f(z) is a constant by the theorem 
of Liouville.
2. f(z) can have a pole of order greater than or 
equal to one at infinity, and then f(z) reduces 
to a polynomial.
.5. f(z) can have an essential singularity at in­
finity, and then f(z) is said to be a trans­
cendental entire function.
Henceforth we will be concerned primarily with the third 
type of entire functions and the study of their growth as 
z becomes large.
Since entire functions can be expressed as conver­
gent Taylor series, they possess properties which are 
similar to those of polynomials. The rate of growth of a 
polynomial as z becomes large depends on the degree of the 
polynomial and thus on the number of roots of the poly­
nomial. As we shall see later, the idea of the connection 
between the growth of a polynomial and the number of zeros
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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it possesses has a generalization in the study of the 
growth of arbitrary transcendental entire functions.
It is necessary to introduce a growth scale to 
characterize the growth of an entire function. To this end 
we define the maximum modulus function for an entire func­
tion:
M«(r) = max If(z)I 
^ lzl=r
M^(r) is an increasing function by the Maximum Modulus 
Principle and Liouville”s theorem.
What we would like to have now is an elementary 
function with which to compare M^(r), In our search for 
such a function, we prove the following lemma.
Lemma 1: Suppose f(z) is an entire transcendental func­
tion. If there exists a positive integer n such that 
lim (i")r 00 — n—  = 11 < 00 , then f(z) is a polynomial of degree 
at most n.
Proof : Let f(z) be expressed in its Taylor series,
00 . oof(z) = .Zn a .z , and define P (z) by P (z) = .§ a.z^. De-
1  -1- 1  H  21 3- -L ZL
fine the entire function cp(z) by cp(z) = [f(z) - P^(z)]z~^~^,
Let e > 0 be a positive real number and let n be 
11 Mitr)fixed. Since ^ ^ — ——  = u < oo , we can choose a
sequence of positive numbers r^, r2 , r^,   such that
Mf (r, )
lim r, = oo and —  ---- < u + e for k = 1, 2, 3, ....... .k ^ o o
Since P^(z) is a polynomial of degree n, for some positive
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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constant B, there exists a positive constant Kg depending
P„(z)
on B such that for lz| = r > Kg, I — I < B. Also,
i,(,)i . [ | f ÿ i  + i ^ n .
Z* Zi ^
Hence for |z| = r̂  ̂> Kg we have
l(p(z)l K  ~  C—  + I— " " I] < ^ [ u  + e + B ] = ^r^ z^ ^k
where C = u + e + B. For any z, and r^ > z we have, by the
Maximum Modulus Principle, [cp(z)| < Since r, may be
taken arbitrarily large, lcp(z)l =0. Thus f(z) = P^(z).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER I
To find a suitable elementary function to use as a 
comparison function for M^(r), we seek a function that 
grows more rapidly than any fixed positive power of r.
The function with this property which comes most readily 
to mind is e^; this suggests using exponential functions 
to measure the growth of M^(r).
^ pkWe choose a function of the form e where k is a 
positive constant. Some definitions concerning the rate 
of growth of Mj^(r) with respect to the comparison func-
pktion e are in order at this point.
Definition : An entire function f(z) is of finite order
if there exists a positive number k such that the in­
equality
. \ r^M^Cr) < e
holds for sufficiently large values of r.
Definition : The greatest lower bound of the numbers k,
k
p = inf k > 0, for which M^(r) < e holds for all suf­
ficiently large r, is called the order of f(z) and will 
be denoted by p .
Suppose the order of the entire function f(z) is p .  
Then according to the definition of order, for any positive 
E there exists R^ depending on e such that M^Cr.) < e 
for r > R^. From the properties of greatest lower bounds.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
there exists a sequence [r ], lim r = oo , such that
r 00
rM/r^) > e " .
Taking the logarithm of both sides of the two previous
inequalities twice and dividing by In r , we have 
In In M«(r)
IrL p < (p + e) for r > R^,
In In M„(r )
and  -, - —-----  > (p - e) for large r „in r^ n
But this is precisely what is meant by
  In In M»(r)
P = lim  T— f . (l-lj
r 00
The preceding result shall be stated as a lemma.
Lemma 2: The order p of an entire function is given by
formula (l.l).
For entire functions of a given order we can charac­
terize the growth of the maximum modulus function more pr*̂ *- 
cisely by introducing the type of the function.
Definition: The type of an entire function f(z) of a
given order p is the greatest lower bound of the numbers A.,
A P= inf A ^ 0, such that M^Cr) < e ^ holds for all suf­
ficiently large values of r. We shall denote the type of 
an entire function f(z) by o«.
As in the case with order, we can obtain a formula 
expressing the type of an entire function in terms of the 
maximum modulus function.
Lemma 3 : The type of an entire function of a given
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
order p is given by the formula
  In M.(r)= lim ------   . vl.2)
r 00 r^
Proof : Given e > 0, there exists a positive real number
(0^+6)r^
depending on e such that M^Cr) < e for r > R^.
There also exists a sequence {r }, lim r = oo , such that
^ r 00
(a„-e)r^
^f n ^ ® for large r^. Taking the logarithm of
both sides and dividing by r^ and r^ respectively in the
two previous inequalities, we have
In M~(r) + E for r > R^,
In M.Cr )
and  ^ - e for large r^„
But this Is exactly what is meant by
In M^(r)
o„ = lim —
r ->G0 r^
A function is said to be of maximal type if 
= 00 , of normal type if 0 < cr̂ < oo , and of minimal 
type if o^ = 0.
We shall now examine several examples exhibiting 
entire functions of different order and type using the 
formulas previously derived.
Example 1 ; Consider the entire function
iz „-izsin zf(z) e - e2i
We shall show that sin z has order p = 1 and type 
0 ^ = 1 .  First we verify an inequality that we need.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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sinCx + iy) = sin x cos iy + cos x sin iy
= sin X cosh y + i cos x  sinh y .
Therefore, |sin z| = «/(sinx cosh y)^ + (cos x sinh y)^
/     2        ' 2      ~2= / Sin x(l + sinh y) + cos x sinh y
= /sinh^y + sin^x.
Hence we have the following estimate for I sin z K
I sinh y I = J sinh^y i sin z I < j/sin'ĥ y + 1 = cosh y„
This estimate gives us
sinh r < max I sin zI < cosh r„
“  lzl=r
Substituting the exponential expressions for cosh r and 
sinh r, we have
 ̂ ^  M_(r) = m a x  Isin zl ^  ^ 1
^ ^ |z|=r ^ ^
Thus the order p and type o^ of f(z) = sin z are 
both equal to 1.
Example 2: Using an argument similar to the one above, it
is easily seen that the function f(z) = cos /z is of order
1/2 and type 1.
Example 3: We shall show that the function f(z) = ^
is of order 1 and maximal type,
m a x  lf(z)l = m a x  I 1“ 1̂ . m a x  | t.
max ^ cos® - sin® arg z)|
= max t exp[rlnr(cos0 - —  ̂) ] I = ê qp Cr In r 
where C is the maximum of cos® - sin®^ qrg„z ̂
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Therefore M^(r) = ^ for all r > 0„ Taking logarithms
and dividing hy In r, we have
In In M^Crv  ̂ in Ih ^  ̂ InCCr In r)
In r In r In r
In C In r In In r 
In r In r In r
Therefore
 ̂ ^ ^ ' ' ' ' 
in Mj(r) gCr In r ^ .----  :  =  =---- — = —--—T—  = U in To
r r r
  In M^Cr) ___
lim — — Y ~—  lim G In r = 00=r -> 00 r r -> 00 zExample 4 ; Obviously, the function, f(z) = e is of in­
finite order and maximal type„
It is also possible to obtain formulas analogous to 
(1 ,1) and (1 ,2) expressing the order and type of an entire 
function in terms of its Taylor coefficients. We shall 
not include the development of these two formulas in this 
paper but shall state the results ([4] Markushevicb pp.
257, 259):
Theorem 1": Suppose f(z) is an entire function of order p
00
having f(z) = c^z as i ts Taylor s e r i e s T h e n
In np = lim
n -> oo In —
Theorem 2'; Suppose f(z) is an entire function of order
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
00having f(z) = ^2q as its Taylor series. Then the type
of f(z) is given by
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CHAPTER II
As in the introduction, we again draw an analogy 
between polynomials and entire functions^ Over an appro­
priate field, every polynomial can be written as a product 
of linear factors. The analogy of this in entire functions 
is the Weierstrass factorization theorem on the represen­
tation of entire functions by infinite products. This 
theorem is the basis for the study of the connection be­
tween the growth of an entire function and the distribution 
of its zeros in the complex plane.
Theorem 1 : (Weierstrass) Suppose [a^] is a sequence of
nonzero complex numbers arranged in order of increasing 
modulus and having no finite limit point. Then there 
exists an entire function whose zeros coincide with the 
points [a }. The product
00
Tt(z) . G(z/a^i p^)
satisfies the above conditions, provided the integers p^ 
are chosen so that the product converges uniformly on 
compact sets. The most general entire function with zeros 
at the points (a^] is given by
fCz) = G(z/a^; p^) (2.l)
where m is the multiplicity of the zero of f(z) at the 
origin and g(z) is an entire function.
Proof : Choose a sequence of natural numbers [p^] such that
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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00 p^+1the series Z.[z/a ] converges uniformly on all compactn—1 n
subsets of the complex plane. Such a sequence can be chosen 
since for Izl < R the inequality
I — I < q < 1
holds for all sufficiently large values of n and we can
choose p^ = n„
We now form the infinite product
00
Tt(z) . G(z/a^; p„)
Where G(z/a^} p^) = (l - z/a^)exp[z/a^ + ,«. + (l/p^)( z/â .) 
and G(z/a^; o) = (1 - z/a /.
We shall show that %(z) converges uniformly on each 
compact set that contains none of the points [a^].
To this end we estimate the quantity I In G(u| p)I 
for lul < q < 1 and largCl - u) I ^ . Under these conditions,
since InCl - u) = - u - u^/2 ~ , , . , . - vP'/n - o . » » ,
we have In G(u; p) = p + 1 ° p + n  " ' " °
and we can obtain the following estimate by a comparison 
with a geometric series :
!ln G(u; p)l < *^*1 ^  Y  ~ q
From this estimate, for Izj < R and n > n(q,R), we have
in G(z/a^i p^) < Y ^
This implies that the series
00
nSl 1“ S(z/a^i p^)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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converges uniformly "because of the uniform convergence of
00 ^ n  ^the series 2-, 1— 1 in Izl <n-1
Therefore the product tc( z ) also converges uniformly on 
compact subsets of Izl ^ R that do not contain any of the 
points [a^]. Hence, %(z) defines an entire function whose 
zeros coincide with the points {a^] and the first part of 
the theorem is proved.
Let f(z) have the same nonzero zeros as niz') and 
let m he the multiplicity of the zero of f(z) at the origin, 
Then
has no zeros and is entire. Hence cp(z) = e ^ ‘̂  where g(z) 
is entire, and we have f(z) = z®e®^^^ n(z), which proves 
the theorem.
Much more can be said about the function f(z) if 
we place this added restriction on the sequence {a^}: the
series
00 -,
ia^|P
converges for some P > 0.
Let p be the smallest positive integer such that 
00 ^
la^P " ^
converges. This implies that 0 ^ p < P and the series 
00 p + 1z/a^) will still converge uniformly if we put all
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the = p
The infinite product
00
n(z) = G (z/a ; pJ
n=_L  XI
is called the canonical -product and the integer p is called 
the genus of the canonical product. If g(z) in (2,l) is a 
polynomial of degree q, then the canonical product has 
finite genus and the genus of f(z) is equal to the larger 
of p or q. If g(z) is not a polynomial or if
diverges for all P > 0, then the genus of n(z) is infinite. 
All of the zeros of an entire f-unction occur in the 
canonical product in the Weierstrass representation. This 
suggests that when trying to es-cablish a connection be­
tween the zeros of an entire function and its growth we 
should look initially for a relationship between the zeros 
of the canonical product and its growth. What we shall 
actually establish is a dependence between the growth of 
the canonical product and the density of the distribution 
of its zeros. As a measure of this density we introduce 
the convergence exponent of the sequence {a^],
Definition: Suppose the sequence {a^} is arranged in order
of increasing modulus and it has no finite limit point.
The convergence exponent X of this sequence will be the 
greatest lower bound of the numbers P such that the series
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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?  1
converges.
The obvious relationship, p X p + 1, exists
between the convergence exponent and the genus of the
00 .canonical product. The series ^ may or may not
converge depending on the sequence [a^]. However, if X
OD 1is an integer and X = p the series ^ diverges while
00 -,the series ---nSl y y flTT converges
n
The density of the sequence can be measured
more precisely by considering the growth of the monotone 
increasing integer valued function n(r), defined for each
r as the number of zeros of the entire function f(z) in
the circle Izl < r.
Definition: The order of the function n(r) is given by
the formula a = lim (2,2.)
r -i» 00
Definition: By the uoner density à of the sequence {a^],
we mean à = lim — . (2,3)
r -i> oo r
If the limit exists, A will be called the density.
The next lemma establishes a connection between the 
order of n(r) and the convergence exponent of the sequence 
[aj.
Lemma 4 : Suppose we are given a sequence of complex
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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n u m b e r s  fa } s u c h  that a /  0 for all n  a n d  lim la I = 0 0 ,  
^  ^  n  -^00 ^
Then the convergence exponent of X of the sequence fa^) 
equals the order a of the corresponding function n(r).
Proof: The proof will he given in two parts,
00 ,
1) Suppose 6 > 0 is arbitrary. Then the series
converges and can be written as a Stieltjes integral of the
form  ̂' Integrating by parts, we havet
r ->00 r t'
since n(r) = 0 for 0 ^  t ^  I a^ [ . Since the series
QD 1 , r 4- ̂nil  IT+E" converges, the integral ~\+5 cohverges and
I a^j t
both positive terms on the right side of (2,4) are bounded..
Since the integral dt is a bounded monotone in-
t
creasing function, it also converges. Hence, given 1 > s > 0,
there exists R(e) > 0 such that
, > , 6) dt > (X . 6)n(p) .
(x + ô)n(r) --- -— r—y- for r > R(e), Thus e > for
(x+6)r^+^ r^+^
r > E(e) which implies that e > n(r) for r > R(e),
Taking logarithms and dividing by In r , we have
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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1. n'-.r.)
X + 6 > 2-A n(r) _ IZL-G  ̂ [■ ̂ for r > E( s)In r In r In r In r
In n(r)Thus X + 6 > lim = a, which says the order a of
r -> 00 ^
n(r) does not exceed the convergence exponent X since 6 > 0 
was arbitrary,
2) Let a be the order of the function n(t) defined by 
formula (2.2). Then, given e > 0, there exists K(e) > 0 
such that for t > K(e), n(t) < t°^+G/2 = cl + s.
Then for t > K(e), n(t) < t and — < -~^Y2TT°t t
Integrating and taking the limit as r -> oo , we have
lim < li m /oo I at
r -> 00 r t KCe)^ r ->oo r t
= , , lim Ir.;„ z e/2) , ^
K(£.)<r ->00 r 
•CD n( t )Thus the integral ^ dt converges for IT = a + £
( iThis implies, from part l), that lim — = 0. But
r -> oo r
/•r dn(t) n(r) , yr n(t)
Therefore the integral converges, which implies
OD .that the series „S ^gn —  '~y' converges , Thus the convergence
la I *n
exponent X is not greater than the order a of n(r) since 
X < Y  = a + e for all e > 0„
Together, parts l) and 2) of the proof say that 
X = a and the lemma is proved.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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We now turn to the problem of establishing a connec­
tion between the order of the canonical product and the con­
vergence exponent of the sequence [a^]. To this end we 
prove a theorem by Borel, However, we shall prove two 
lemmas before proceeding to the theorem.
Lemma 5: For p > 0 and all complex numbers u,
IP + 1
P ~lnlG(u; p)l< A |̂ |
Where = 3e(2 + In p). For p = 0
Inl G(u; O) 1 ^  ln(l + lul).
Proof ; Eecall that G(u} p) = (l - u)exp[u + u^/2 +„...+ u^/p], 
and G(u ; O) = (l - u) for p = 0. Thus IG(u; O)I = 11 - ul 
1 + lul, which implies that InlGCu; O)I ^  ln(l + lul) as 
asserted in the second part of the lemma.
Suppose p > 0 and lul ^  p/p + 1. Then
InIG(u; p)I = Ee {ln(l - u) + u + u^/2 + .... + u^/pj.
Since ln(l - u) = - u - u^/2 - ..... - u^/n - ... ,
we have
l^lGCu, p)l = Ee ?
)+l
IP + 1
k=p  k ^  k=p*l k ^  P + 1 k^O Ul
lUl______________
(p + i M l  - lul )
lul ^  p/p + 1 implies that (p + l)(l - u) >_ 1. Therefore, 
lnlG(ui p)l i /|u|) i  lull’ ^ .
But 0 ^  lul ^  p/p + 1 < 1 also implies that 3/l + lul > 1. 
Also (2 + In p) > 2 since p is an integer and p > 0. Hence
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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t luî - = i / l u l > 1’
lnlo(uj p)l < Ap I + lul ■
Suppose p > 0 and lul > p/p + 1» Using the in­
equality ln(l + lul) < lul, and the definition of GCu , p.) 
we have
P , k p kInl G(u ; p) I < InC.l + lul ) + ™  ̂  2|ul + ™
' ' " i l W  ^
hence InlG(u; p)I < Iul^ [2Cl + l/p)^”  ̂+ Up l/k(l + l/p)^
Pu|F(l + l/p)P [ 2(p/p +l)+ §2 l/k(p/p + l) ]k=
< luP(l + l/p)P [2 + ^̂ §2 1/^] since p/p + 1 < 1
Therefore, Inl G(u; p) I < lul^ (l + l/p)^ [2 + /P
< Iul^e [2 + In p]. 
lut > p/p + 1 implies 3lul/(l + lul > 1 since p is an 
integer and p > 1, We now have that
In I G(u; p)l < [(3lu.l/(l + lul)] lul^eC.2 + In p.)
1
and the lemma is proven,
Lemma 6 : If the series . S-, — ^— ~ — v converges, then the
---------- la^|P + 1
OD
cononical product %(z) = G(z/a ; p)
satisfies the following inequality in the entire complex
plane :
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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l n N ( z ) |  < k p p P  dt + r
■P
where |z| = r, = 3e(p + l)(2 + In p) for p > 0, and k =
Proof:
OD
In 171 ( z ) I = Re {In kCz)} = Re {2. In G(z/a j p.)}H — _L LI
CD 00= 2, Re {In G( z/a ; p)} = 2-, Inl G(z/a ; p)!.n — j. n II — X x-i
From Lemma 5 and the estimate for In I G( p) I , we have
.  A  r P  +  1  f   1 ---------------------
P ^ ^ I a |P(Ia i +r)n n
The last series can be written as a Stieltjes integral and 
our inequality assumes the form
l n U ( z ) l  < A ^ r P  + 1 _
^ t^(t + r)
If we let u = ---— — —̂  , dv = dn(t), and integrate by parte,
t^(t + r)
our inequality becomes
lnln(z)l < A^rP + 1 ^ ^
OO -,
From Lemma 5» if the series 2-, —— "trTt" converges, then
U n P
lim = 0. Thus we have the inequality
r GO t^
ln|n(z)l <  A ^ r P  + 1 fco at
P tP + ^(t + r)^
< A rP + 1 fOD (p + l)t + (p + l)r at
P P tP ■" *(t + r)2
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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+ y°° n( t) dt_____
^  tP + :L(t + r)'
•r n(t) dti  " l(p + l)q' + 1
. /•œn(t) dt\6 + 2tP
The last step may he accomplished in the first integral
since t + r > r, and the replacement of t + r by t in the
second integral does not affect the convergence of the
integralo Factoring l/r out of both integrals we have the
desired inequalityo The case where p = 0 can be established
in a similar manner.
We now prove the theorem of Borel,
Theorem 2 : (Borel) The order p of the canonical product
00
T:(z) = G ( z / a ^ ;  p )
does not exceed the convergence exponent X of the sequence
00 nProof: x> is the smallest integer such that Z. -— — -r
converges. Therefore, if X is the convergence exponent of
the sequence [a^], X satisfies the inequality p ^ X < p + 1
Suppose that X < 'ÿ < p + 1„ Then, since X = lim ,
r 00
Ythere exists a constant Cy such that for t > 0, nCt) <  t
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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From this inequality and Lemma 6 we have the following 
estimate,
<k^rP . r / - ÿ l  dt]
Gy ty
= k
tP+'
r^O y t * -P-^d-C + r /“  t ̂  -P-^dt]
' V *  + s - \  - 1 = °*
where By - - 1  ̂'
We can replace %(z) by M (r) in the previous estimate and
have In M^(r) < C ̂  or M^Cr.) < e^^ ^ , This
implies that the order of tcCz ) does not exceed if and hence,
does not exceed the convergence exponent X since V is an
arbitrary number between X and p + 1 .
Suppose X = p + 1. Then, from the proof of Lemma
4, lim — = 0 and the integral dt converges,
t “t>oot̂  tP
Thus, in the inequality
lnU(z)l < kphP ^  dt + r a t ] ,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the second integral times can be made smaller than any 
G2 > 0 by taking r sufficiently large, say r > t^(EgJ In 
the first integral, the integrand becomes small for large 
values of t , Hence, given > 0, there is an r^(s^) such 
that the integral k^ dt is less than re^ for
r > r^(Eg^) , The inequality now becomes
In I % ( z ) I < r^(rE^ + rcg) for r > maxCr^Cs^), ) .
Letting E = + Eg, we have
In I Ti: ( z ) I < er^ ^
for r > maxCr^Ce^), t (sg)) which implies that the order of
%(z) does not exceed p + 1 and %(z) is of minimal type.
Thus for p < X ^ p + 1 the order of Tc(z) does not exceed
the convergence exponent X of the sequence {a^] and the 
theorem is proved.
Corollary: If X is not an Integer and the upper density A
of the sequence {a^] is finite, then %( z.) is at most of
order X and normal type^ if k is not an integer and if
the density A of the sequence [a^] is zero, then ■n,{.zj is
at most of order X and minimal t y p e .
n(t.)Proof: If A = lim — < 00 , then given e > 0 there
t ->00 t
exists t^(e) such that when t > t ( e ) , n(t) < (a + e)t^ 
From Lemma 6 we can obtain as in the proof of Borel's 
Theorem that
In I % ( z ) I < (a + e)Bj^r^
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where B. = k [%— — r •+ ---—, -----] This proves the corollary
A. p A . — I t  p  +  l -  A.
-An important thing to note here is that if X is an 
integer, we cannot use the above argument to obtain the 
inequality since X would equal p + 1 and would not be 
finite o
Thus far we have established that the order of the 
canonical product does not exceed the convergence exponent 
of the sequence {a^}, The rest of this chapter will be 
devoted to obtaining a reverse inequality. This result 
together with Borel“s theorem will say that for canonical 
products the convergence exponent of the sequence [a^] 
equals the order of the function.
Before we can prove this assertion we shall need 
two preliminary results. The first result, Jensen’s 
Theorem, is a special case of the Poisson-Jensen formula 
([5] Titchmarsh p, 129). We shall state Jensen’s Theorem 
without proof.
Theorem 3 : (Jens en J Suppose f(z.-* is holomorphic in a
circle of radius E with center at the origin and f(0.) / 0. 
Then
^E niti  ̂^  xnj f(Be^®) I d0 - Inlf(o) I
where n(t) is the number of zeros of f(z) in the circle 
I z I < t ,
The next lemma establishes an important estimate 
for the number of zeros in a circle.
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Lemma 7 : Suppose f(z) is holomorphic in the circle Izi < er
and If(O)I = 1. Then n.(r) < In Mf(er),I T
Proof : From the monoton!clty of the function n^(t), we
have
n C t) er
' dt > n^Cr.) ^  = n^(r.) In 11 ̂  = n^(r) „
From Jensen's theorem, we have
/er SliL. d.t ^ dt = -^ ln!f(ere^®)l d©,,
^  ln!f(ere^®)! d@ < ^  In M^Xer'» d©
In M^(er) 2u = — — -------— @j^ = In er)
since lf(ere^^)l <M^(er).
Putting the inequalities together, we have n^(rj < In M«(er) 
which proves the lemma.
We now have the machinery to prove a converse of 
Borel's theorem for arbitrary entire functions.
Theorem 4 : The convergence exponent of the zeros of an
arbitrary entire function does no^ exceed Its order.
Proof : Without loss of generality we can assume that
f(o) =1, If not we can define a new function f^(z), 
which has the same order and convergence exponent as f(z\ 
by
where m is the order of the zero of f(z) at the origin.
From Lemma 7, n^Cri < In M^(er), Hence,
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In n^(r) ___ In In er)
where a is the order of the function n^(r) and p is the 
order of f(z).
Lemma 4 stated that the order a of the function n̂ Cr.-’ 
was equal to the convergence exponent Xo Therefore 
a = X ^  p and the theorem is proven.
The final result of this chapter ties together 
previous results and displays an important relationship 
between the distribution of the zeros of a canonical 
product and its type.
Theorem 5: For canonical products the convergence exponent
of the sequence [a^] is equal to the order of the canonical 
product. Furthermore, if the convergence exponent is not 
an integer, then the canonical product is of maximal, min­
imal, or normal type according to whether the upper densi'V 
of the set of zeros {a^},
____ n»(r)
= lim ' , r 00 r
equals infinity, zero, or some finite nonzero number.
Proof : The first statement of the theorem follows immed­
iately from Borel“s theorem and Theorem 4.
From the corollary to Borel“s theorem we have that 
%(z) is of normal or minimal type if 0 < A^ < oo or A^ = 0 
respectively if X is not an Integer. From Lemma 7 we have 
that n^(r) < In M^Cer.) which implies that
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= lim ^ lim In — --—
r - > o o r  V oo 'er^
But the convergence exponent X equals the order p of the
canonical product.. Thus < e ̂ a « and if Â. = gd , then
= cx) implying that the canonical product is of maximal
type, which proves the theorem.
The dependence between the growth of canonical 
products and the distribution of their zeros has been 
established in case the convergence exponent X is not an 
integer. We now turn to the problem of establishing the 
same dependence for arbitrary entire functions of non­
integral order.
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In the preceding chapter we investigated the growth 
of canonical products„ Recall that the canonical product 
is only part of the Veierstrass representation
f(z) = G(z/a^i p)
of an arbitrary entire function„ The other factors are 
also entire functions. Hence, to investigate the connec­
tion between the growth of an arbitrary entire function 
and its zeros, we must consider the growth of the product 
of two entire functions. To accomplish this we must prove 
several results concerning lower bounds for the modulus of 
a holomorphic function. The first of these is Caratheodory* s 
inequality for the circle. This inequality exhibits a re­
lationship between the maximum modulus of a function and 
the maximum modulus of its real part.
Definition: Let f(z) = u(z) + iv(z/. The maximum modulus
of the real part of f(z), denoted by A^Cr), is defined by
A„(r) = max lu(z)|.
^ Izl = r
Theorem 5 : If f(z) is any function holomorphic in the
circle IzI ^ R, then
M^(r) ^ [A^(R) - Re(f(0))] g-g - + lf(o)|
holds for IzI ^  r < R„
Proof : We begin with the formula of Schwarz, ([4]
Markushevich, Vol. 2, p . I5l)
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f(z) = -fc /I! n(Ee^*) —  d* + iv(o)
where f(z) = u(z) + iv(z), This expresses a holomorphic 
function in the circle Izl < R in terms of the houndary 
values of its real part. By letting z = 0 in the formula 
of Schwarz we get
u(0) - ^  u(Re^'^) dijf = 0, Adding this
to the right side of Schwarz° s formula, we have
f(z) = -^ /!! u(Re^*)....... .  ̂<1* + iv(0) + u(0)Rê '*' - z
- A "  u(Re^'*') d* = ^  [ u ( R e ^ h  ” u(Re"'^)]Re - z
+ f(0) = u(Re^*)[Re^* + z] - u(Re^*)[Ee^* - z] d*2* Rei* _ .
+ f(0) = ^ u(Re^*) — TT  d* + f(0), (3a;^^ Rê '*' - z
If we let f(z) = 1, then ~ ----- --- d$ = 0 results.
If A^(r ) is the maximum modulus of the real part of f(z) 
in the circle izl < R, then for a fixed R, Â C.R,) is a
constant and ^  A„(r) — r-f  dî  = 0. (3,2)
^ ^ Re^* - z
Subtracting (3.l) and (3,2), we have
- uCEei-*) ~j|—  a* + a; rrf----a#Re - z Re ~ z
- fCo),
Combining the two integrals and taking the modulus of both
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sides we obtain the inequality
lf(z)l ^  il [A (R) - u(Re^*)] — r^  d*l + IfCo
or |f(z)| ^  i  /J [A (E) - u(Re^*)] ------  d* + lf(0)l ,^  ̂ lEe^^ - zl
since [A^(r ) - u(Re^^)] is positive»
If Izl = r < R, then the least value of iRê *̂  - zl 
= I Ee^* - re^®l, which would make the integrand as large as 
possible, occurs when  ̂ This gives us lEê *̂  - re^®|
= Ie  - rI Ie^®| = R ~ r.
Our inequality now becomes
lf(z)i ^ i  CA^(r ) - u(Re^*)] df + lf(0)l
= K k f r  In - nCR. -r) &
+ I f (0) I = i  A ^ ( E )  r ~ i H ~ î  r
+ l f ( o ) l  = [A^(E) -  u (o ) ]  j - -  + I f ( 0)1 .
The above inequality is valid for all Izl = r < E| thus, 
by the maximum modulus principle, we can replace f(z) by 
M^Cr) and the theorem is proved.
From Theorem 3 we are able to obtain a lower bound 
for the modulus of a holomoiphic function having no zeros 
in the circle Izl ^  E.
Theorem 6 ; Suppose f(z) is holomorphic in the circle 
Izl ^  E, f(0) = 1, and f(z) has no zeros in the circle
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zl ^  R. Then the inequality
In I f (z) I > - g M|>(R)
holds in the circle Izl ^  r < E.
Proof : Let <p(z) = In f(z). cp(z) is holomorphic in Izl ^  E
since f(z) has no zeros in that circle,
<p(z) = In f(z) = In If(z) I + iarg f(z).
Hence, A (E) = max IInlf(z)I I = InM-(E).
*  hsi = E  ^
Applying Caratheodory's inequality for the holomorphic
function In f(z), we have
M^(r) ^  [In (e) - In If( o ) I] 5^3-7  + I In f ( o ) I ,
or I In f(z)I ^  ^ In M^(e ) for Izl < r < E, (3.3)
Now, I In f(z)Î  = IInlf(z)I + iarg f(z)I^ = (inlf(z)l)^
+ (arg f(z))^ > (in !f(z)|)^.
This implies that I In f(z)I > IInlf(z)I I . Hence
I In f(z)l = I- In f(z)I = I In 1 - In f(z)| = I In l/f(
> lnll/f(z)I,
Inequality (3.3) now becomes
g In M^(R) > I In f(z)i > lnll/f(z)l
= In 1 - Inlf(z)I = - Inlf(z)I. 
Multiplying by - 1, we obtain the inequality stated in the 
theorem.
The preceding theorem is not true in the case where 
f(z) has zeros in the circle Izi E, However, we can
z)
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obtain a similar estimate if we exclude from the domain of 
the function a certain set of circles containing the zeros 
of the function. This estimate will play an important role 
in our investigation of the growth of the product of two 
entire functions. Before we can prove this analogous 
result, we must prove the theorem of Cartan which provides 
us with a lower estimate for the modulus of a polynomial. 
Theorem 7 : (Cartan) Given any real number H > 0 and
comples numbers {a^}, k = 1, 2, n not necessarily
distinct, there is a system of circles in the complex 
plane with the sum of their radii equal to 2H such that 
for each point z lying outside these circles one has the 
inequality
I z - â  ̂I I z - ag I........  Iz - a^l > (— ) .
Proof ; The proof of this theorem will be given in several
stages.
1.) Choose the quantity H/n as the unit of measurement in
the complex plane. We shall show the existence of a closed
circle in the complex plane that has as many units of dis­
tance in its radius as there are points ( in the circle.
Form the smallest convex polygon containing all of 
the points {a, }. Choose a point a. that is a vertex of-K- j
this convex polygon. Clearly there are circles of arbi­
trary radius containing only the point a.. Hence, we canJ
choose a circle containing a. whose radius length equalsd
the multiplicity of the point a., the multiplicity of a.u J
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being the number of times a. appears in the sequence fa, }.
D ^
2.) From the collection of all circles with radius length 
equal to the number of points interior to the circle, choose 
the largest. Denote this circle by C^, where its radius is 
\^H/n,
Claim: There is no circle, whose radius is larger than or
equal to \^H/n, containing more points of the set (a^J 
than the number of units of measurement in its radius.
Proof : We shall prove this claim by contradiction. Sup­
pose there exists a circle of radius XH/n, with X > X^, 
that contains X' > X points of the set [a^}. Thus the 
circle B2  concentric to of radius X*H/n contains either 
X' or X" > X points of the set (a^]. If B^ contains X' 
points of the set (a^], we have a contradiction of the 
choice of . If Bg contains X" > X* points of the set
{a^l, construct a circle B^, concentric to B^, of radius 
X”H/n. The circle B^ then contains X” or X”' > X" points 
of the set {â ]̂ . If B^ contains X" points of the set {a^} ,
we have a contradiction as before. If B^ contains X"'
points of the set [a^), construct a circle B^ concentric to
B^ with radius X"'H/n. Since the set is finite, a
continuation of this process will eventually give us a
circle B„ concentric to B. of radius X*H/n such that m 1
X* > X^ and B^ contains X* points. This is impossible 
since was chosen to be the largest circle having this 
property, and our claim is proved.
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Let denote the set of points interior to the
circle C^,
3.) Remove the points of the set A^ from the set .
Construct the largest circle containing the same number of 
points as there are units of measurement in its radius for 
the set of points (a^J - A^ and denote it by C^. Let the 
circle have radius \ W e  must show that Xg ^
Suppose Xg > X^. If C2  has the same number of the 
points {a-jj.} - A^ as there are units of measurement in its 
radius, then we would have a contradiction of the choice 
of 0^ since it was the largest circle having this property.
If C2  contains more of the points {a^} - A^ than there are
units of measurement in its radius, then the result of part
2 ) is contradicted. Hence Xg < X^.
Let A2  denote the set of points interior to the 
circle Cg.
Now remove the points of the sets A^ and A2  from the 
set [a^J. On the remaining points construct the largest 
circle containing the same number of points as there are 
units of measurement in its radius and denote it by ,
Let the circle have radius X^H/n and as before
^3 —  ^2 —  ^1*
Continuing in this manner we obtain a sequence of
circles C^, Gg, ...., with radii that contain
X̂ ,̂ X2 » Xp units of measurement respectively and
satisfying the following inequality: X^ > ^ 2  > •••• > X^.
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Adding the radii of the sequence of circles we have
H/n(X^ + Xg + •••• + X^) = H,
4.) We now form a set of circles Dp which
are concentric to the circles C^, C2 » but with
radii twice as large. Pick a point z exterior to all of 
the circles D^, D2 , D^. Describe about the point
z a circle C, of radius aH/n where a is some natural 
number. The circle does not intersect any of the circles 
Cj that have radii larger than or equal to aH/n. Thus, 
contains only points of the sets A^ where k > a. Prom 
the definition of the sets A^, we have that after removing 
all the sets A^ where k > a, no circle of radius greater 
than or equal to oH/n can contain as many of the remaining 
points as there are units of measurement in its radius.
Thus can contain at most a - 1 points of the set
5.) We arrange the set (a^] in order of increasing dis­
tance from z. Thus, we have that Iz - a^l > kH/n for
k = 1, . . . ., n or I z - I I z - a2  i  ....  |z - a^l
> nl(n/n)^ = (n'./n^)H^.
Stirling’s formula states that for large n
n*. rv /2nn (n/e)^. Dividing both sides
by n^ we have that
nl/n^/N/ /2Tcn l/e^ > l/e^ since /'2nn > 1 .
Hence
I z - II z - a2 1 ..... I z - a^i > n'. (H/n)^ > (H/e)^ 
which proves the theorem.
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We can now exhibit a lower bound for the modulus of 
a holomorphic function in a domain excluding a set of cir­
cles containing the zeros of the function.
Theorem 8 : Let f(z) be holomorphic in Izi < 2eR (R > O)
with f(o) = 1. Let r) be an arbitrary positive real number 
not exceeding 3e/2. Then inside the circle Izl R, but 
outside a family of circles whose radii have sum t̂)R, we 
have
lnlf(z)| > - H(t|) In M^(2eR) where H(r|) = 2 + ln(3e/2r)) 
Proof : We construct the function
n 2R(z - a, )
. ... , _    - - —â  SI ) .... a_ k=l r —^ R]_ag   ^n ^ (2r)^ - a,_z
where a^, ag, ...... a^ are the zeros of f(z) in the circle
Izl < 2R. cp(z) has no poles since all of the points [a^] 
are in Izl < 2R, Clearly qj(o) = 1. Also,
lcp(2Re^®)l = (-2R)^ n 2R(2Re^® - a,Tf k 1"̂2̂ o • • • o ^n ■"'I (2E)2 - a^2H©i®
(-2R)^ 1 n1 kîi
2Re^® - a, k 1
Ô- ^2 • • • • « ^n 2H -
(-2R)^ 11 n 2Ee^® -^ ̂ ̂2 ® • ^n ‘ k=l (l/ei®)(2Hei® - i^)
(-2R)^ 1
^1^2 O ® O • * ^n
Define a new function *(z) by
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tCz) has no zeros or poles in the circle izl < 2R since the 
zeros of f(z) and cpCz) occur at the same points. Thus, hy 
Theorem 6, in the circle Izl ^  2E we have the inequality
lnU(z)l > In M^(2E) for Izl < R.
( M . ( 2 R )
But In M,(2R) = In max 1— r-rrl = In  Ts—  since lcp(z)lV Izl = PR «^rpRo^*^/ p(:2]2e:L* )
is independent of Using the value of lcp(2Re^®)l that 
we computed earlier, we have
lnlt(z)l > [in M^(2E) - in a^l ̂  ^5.4)
for Izl < R < 2R.
2 <  2, since as r R, -g|p-2'- — approaches 1
( P Rf r o m  the left. Also, -rr— r-------- -— r > 1 since la. I < 2RI * • . 9-̂  I 1
C 2B.)̂for i = 1, . . . . , n. Hence, In i _ ■ ------ -— r is positive
'^1^2 ••• ®-n‘
and can he omitted from (3,4) without impairing the in­
equality. Finally we have Inl'j'Cz)! >-2 in M^(2eR) (3.5) 
for Izl < R < 2R since In M^(2eR) > In M^(2R).
We now turn to the problem of finding a lower 
estimate for cp(z). If Izl < R, then
|(2R)^ - ^ z l  ^  1(2R)^| + lÊÿ^zl ^ 4R^ + 2RR = 6R^. 
Therefore, for the denominator of the finite product of 
cp(z), we have this estimate:
j^|^l(2R)^ - a^zl < (6R^)^,
The numerator of the finite product in cp(z) is a
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polynomial and we can apply Cartan's estimate. Let H = 2r\R 
where 3e/2 > r| > 0 is arbitrary. Then if z is exterior to 
a system of circles the sum of whose radii equals 2H = 4r|E, 
we have
2E(z - a^)| > (2TiR/e)^(2E)“ .
Therefore lcp(z)l > --- -— r (2pE/e)^(2E)^ —
'^1®2 “• • V  (6E^):"
and we have a lower estimate for cp(z).
By Lemma 7, n = n^(2R) < In M^(2eE). Hence
lnlcp(z)l > In(-j^) = n In(-j^) = -n ln(^^)
^ - ln(^^) In M^(2eR) = ln(^^) In M^(2eE). (3.6)
From the definition of $(z), we have that
JLiil $( z) I = In I I = ln|f(z)| - lnlcp(z)|.
Combining this and inequalities (3.5) and (3.6) we have 
lnlf(z)| - lnlcp(z)| > - 2 In Mj^(2eR) which implies that 
lnlf(z)| > lnU(z)| - 2 In M^(2eE) > ln(|^) In M^(2eE)
- 2 In M^(2eR).
Simplifying, we have
lnlf(z)| > - [2 + ln(-^)] In M^(2eE) which is the 
asserted inequality.
When considering the growth of the product of two
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entire functions of different order, it is easy to show that: 
Lemma 8 : Suppose f(z) and g(z) are entire and suppose the
orders of f(z) and g(z) are § and Ç respectively such that 
§ > C. Then the order of f(z)g(z) will not exceed §, the 
larger of the orders of the factors.
Proof : From the definition of order, given e > 0, there
id
,C+e
exists > 0 such that for r > R^, M^Cr) < e an
Br'there exists R2 > 0 such that for r > R2 » M^Cr) < e 
Hence, (r) < M.(r)M (r) < ^X g  X g
= e^^  ̂ for r > max(R^, R^).
§ - C > 0 implies —^ -""'"g— > 0 as r -> 00 . Therefore the
order of f(z)g(z) does not exceed Ç, the larger of the 
orders of the factors.
Using the results proven previously in this 
chapter, we are able to describe more precisely the growth 
of the product of two entire functions. This shall be 
formulated as a theorem.
Theorem 9 : (a) The type of the product of two entire
functions of different orders is equal to the type of the 
function having the largest order.
(b) The product of two entire functions of the same order, 
one of which has normal type a and the other has minimal 
type, is an entire function of the same order and normal
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type.
(c) The product of two entire functions of the same order, 
one having at most normal type and the other having maximal 
type, is an entire function of the same order and of maxi­
mal type.
Proof : Since the proofs of parts (a), (b), and (c) are
similar, we shall prove only part (b).
Suppose f(z) and g(z) are entire functions of order 
p and of normal type a and minimal type respectively.
Prom the definitions of order and type, given e > 0 there
exist > 0 and > 0 such that
H^(r) < 0((^+G/2)r for r >
and Mg(r) < e^^^^ for r > K2 .
Therefore
M„^(r) < M„(r)M (r) < e(<^+G)rP (3.6)fg — f g
for r > max(K^, Ê ,).
Now we want a lower bound for M^^Cr) of the form 
(o-E)r^e . To do this we use Theorem 8 , We may assume
g(0) = 1. If not, multiply g(z) by cz~“", the multiplicity 
of the zero of g(z) at the origin, which does not change 
the order and type of g(z).
From the definition of type (l.2) and properties of 
upper limits, given e > 0 and 6 > 0 (but reserving the 
choice of 6 for the moment) there exists > 0 , R^
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arbitrarily large, such that
and for all E >
(0-6/2)Ef
rij,(It] ) > e ]- ( 3.7)
M (R) < (3.8)
We can assume 0 < Ô < 1. Choose r\ = 5/8 and inside the
circle |z| < R (R = R̂ (̂l - ô)"^) form the family of ex­
cluded circles mentioned in Theorem 8. The sum of their 
diameters is 8tiR = 8(5/8)R = 6R. Thus in the interval
(R^y R) we can find a number r̂  ̂ such that the circle 
Izl =1*2 not intersect any of the excluded circles.
Therefore, from Theorem 8, on this circumference we have
lnlg(z)l > - (2 + ln(3e/2ri)) In M (2eR)S
= - (2 + ln(l2e/5)) In M (2eR). (3.9)O
Since R^ < r̂  ̂< R = R^( 1 - 5)” ,̂ we have from (3.7)
(o-e/2)RP
Mf(ri) > M^(R]^) > e
But R]̂  > 1 - 5), this changes the inequality to
(a-e/2)(l-6)PrP 
M^(r]^) > e (3.10)
The inequalities (3.9) and (3.lO) imply that
In M^g(r]^) > (a-e/2)(l-6) r*
- (2 + ln(l2e/5)) In M (2eR). (3.1l)S
Equation (3.8) implies that
In M (2eR) < 5(2eR)P for R > ROr-.But _ IE;- > R]̂ , hence
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In Mg(2eR) < 6(2e)^ (r^/(l - 6))* = 6(l-6)"^(2e)P rj. 
Substituting this estimate into the inequality (5.1l), we 
have
In > [(0 - e/2)(l - 6)^
- (2 + ln(l2e/ô))ô(l - 6)”‘̂ (2e)<^]rP.
Given any e > 0, we can choose 6 > 0 so small that the
expression in the brackets is not less that o - e. This 
is the 5 > 0 that we reserved the choice of in expression 
(3.8).
Our inequality now becomes
(o-e)rP
for a sequence of values (r^) that have no finite limit. 
This inequality combined with the inequality (3.6), enables 
us to conclude that
  In In M^^(r)
limr 00 3-11 ]?
  In (r)and 0 = lim ----- ^---
r -> 00 r*̂
which completes the proof of part (b).
There is one possibility that Theorem 9 does not 
take into consideration. That is the case where the two 
entire functions have the same order and type. To fill in 
this omission we must make a definition, formulate Theorem 
9 in terms of this definition, and prove a corollary. 
hefi ui tion: We shall say that two functions are in the
same category if they have the same order and type. If
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one function is of larger order it will be in a larger 
category. If both functions have the same order, then the 
function having the larger type will belong to the larger 
category.
Theorem 9* : If two functions are of different categories,
their product will have the same order and type as the 
function belonging to the larger category.
Corollary : If the quotient of two entire functions f(z)
and g(z) is an entire function $(z), then its category 
does not exceed the larger of the categories of the func­
tions f(z) and g(z). Here the categories of fCz) and g(z) 
may be the same. If f(z) and g(z) are of different cate­
gories, then the category of *(z) equals the larger of the 
categories of f(z) and g(z).
Proof : Hz) = implies that f(z) = g(z)Hz),
If the category of Hz) is larger than that of g(z), 
then by Theorem 9 the category of f(z) equals the category 
of H z ) ,  Thus the category of H z )  cannot exceed the 
category of f(z), and the first part of the corollary is 
proved,
If the category of f(z) exceeds the category of g(z), 
then by the theorem the category of H z )  equals that of 
f(z)„ The only way for the category of g(z) to exceed that 
of f(z) is for the categories of H z )  and g(z) to be equal, 
and we are done,
This theorem and its corollary enables us to determine
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the category of f(z) in its Weierstrass representation
f(z) = G(z/a^;p)
if we know the categories of e®^^^ and the canonical pro­
duct, providing they are not the same. If their categories 
are equal, then we know the category of f(z) is less than 
or equal to the categories of e®^^^ and the canonical pro­
duct .
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CHAPTER IV
If we restrict our consideration to entire functions 
of finite order we can prove that the function g(z) in the 
Veierstrass representation
f(z) = G(z/a^:p) (4.l)
is a polynomial of degree no larger than the order of f(z). 
This result is one of the classical theorems of entire 
functions and is due to Hadamard.
Theorem 10: An entire function f(z) of finite order p
possesses a representation of the form
f(z) = % G(z/a ip) (u) < CD ) (4.2)n=l n ^ —
where the numbers a^ are the zeros of f(z), p < p, p(z) is
a polynomial of degree q such that çi ;<[ p ,  and m is the
multiplicity of the zero of f(z) at the origin.
Proof : By definition p is the smallest integer such that
00 1the series ----- t t converges. We have already noted
the relationship, p ^ X < p + 1, between the genus of the 
canonical product and the convergence exponent. Theorem 
4 says that the convergence exponent X of an arbitrary 
entire function does not exceed its order p .  Thus for 
p in the canonical product
(U
uCz) = G(z/a^ip) (lu oo ) (4.3)
the relationship p < X ^  p exists and part of the theorem
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is proved.
It remains for us to show that P(z) is a polynomial 
of degree q and that q ^  p .
Define a new function $(z) by:
♦ (z)  ̂ z)
z^ k (z )
Recall that the order of the canonical product (4.3) 
equals the convergence exponent x of the set of zeros (a^J 
of f(z) which is less than the order p of f(z). Therefore, 
by the Corollary to Theorem 9, the order of $(z) is at 
most p .  Also, $(z) has no zeros since the zeros of f(z) 
and z™ Tx(z) occur at the same points.
Thus, given e > 0 there exists R^ > 0 such that
! K z )  I <  ̂ for R > Rq ,
or ]LnI *( z) I < oR^"^^ for R > R^. (4.4)
Since t(z) has no zeros, the function g(z) = Int(z) is 
entire.
|g(z)| = I In'!»(z) I = lnl'l>(z)l + iarg t ( z ) .
Hence, A^(R) = ]_iil $( z) I and the asymptotic inequality (4.4) 
implies A (R) < oR^"^^ for R > R̂ .̂ (4.5)
Applying Caratheodory*s inequality to M (r), we haveO
M^(r) < [A (R) - Re{g(0))] + lg(0)l
S  5  XI — X
for any 0 < r < R. Let r = R/2. Then
Mg(r) < CAg(H) -  EeCg(o)]] + lg (0 ) l
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= [A (R) -  ReCs(o)}] 2 + lg (0 ) lO
= 2Ag(E) Cl -
Ee[g(o)}  and lg (o) l  are both constants so let them equal 
and Cg respectively. With this substitution and the asymp­
totic inequality (4.5)t we obtain
M g ( r )  <  ^  ^  f o r  E  >
For R sufficiently large, say R > K^, the expression in the 
brackets can be made as close to 1 as we like or, equiva­
lently, less than R̂ . The inequality now becomes
Mg(r) < 2oR̂ '*’̂  R^ = RoRP"^^^ for R  >
Thus, by Lemma 1, g(z) is a polynomial of degree at most p.
Recall that the genus g of an entire function f(z) 
equals maxCp, q) where p is the genus of the canonical pro­
duct and q is the degree of the polynomial g(z). Theorem 
10 implies that g < p where p is the order of f(z).
If the order p of f(z) is not an integer, then 
q < p. By Theorem 9 the order of the canonical product 
must equal p. The order of the canonical product coincides 
with the convergence exponent X. The genus p of the canon­
ical product satisfies the inequality p ^  X. ^ p + 1. Hence 
P ^ P < P ' ' ' l o r g < p < g  + 1, and the genus g of f(z) 
equals [p] where [p] means the largest integer less than 
or equal to p .
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Suppose the order p of f(z) is an integer. Then
from the previous argument g equals p or p - 1, The follow­
ing lemma gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
S = P - 1.
Lemma 9 : Suppose p is an integer. Then the genus g of
f(z) equals p - 1 if and only if X is an integer, q < X,
00 ,
and the series S — ^ converges.
n=l la^r n
Proof: 1.) Suppose g = p - 1. The definition of g
implies that g = q or g = p.
Suppose g = q. Then q = p - l o r q + l = p .  This
implies q < p and hence p coincides with the order of the
canonical product which equals the convergence exponent X
by Theorem 5. Therefore X is an integer and X = p = q
00 n+ 1 > p + 1. Since the series — - — y ' converges,
00 .
nil 1 TT converges.
n
Suppose g = p. Then p = p -  l o r p  + l = p. This
implies that q p < p. Therefore p coincides with the
order of the canonical product which equals X, Thus X is
00 -,
an integer and X > q. The series  "pVI converges so
^n
00
the series  r- converges since p + 1 = p = X.
11 =  JL I „  I A.^n
00 .2.) Suppose X is an integer, q < X, and g.  r- con-
^ la^r
verges. X equals the order of the canonical product by
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Theorem 5» and since X, > q, the order of f(z) must equal X,
00 .
Since p is the smallest integer such that 2, ----— pr con-
verges and since X is an integer, we have from the defini­
tion of the convergence exponent that X = p + 1. Since X
is an integer and x > q, we have that X ̂  q + 1. Thus
p = X  = p + l ^ q + l  which implies that p = p + l = g + l  
or g = p - 1 and the proof is finished.
Some examples are in order at this point.
Example 1 : Let f(z) = , f(z) is entire since
n /z
lim f(z) = 1. We shall show that f(z) has order 1/2 and 
z -> 0
genus zero. f(z) has a Taylor series representation of the 
form
f(s) = gi". = 1 - 4- i i u a l . . . .
n /z *
^ (-1)” + ^
C2n + i;r
Thus its nth Taylor series coefficient is
r2n
=n ' (2n'''4""l)r • Theorem 1'
the order p of f(z) can he expressed as
In n tttt In n
' ' i n ....— .- .-  ' r ^ ^ c o i r T i s q n j i ^ i / n '
/  (2n + l); (4.6)
Stirling's formula states that n'. (n/e)^
for sufficiently large n, say n > . Substituting this
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approximation for (2n + l)l into formula (4.6), we have
p = Ï Î Î  ------------------- iS L n ----------------------
K^<n -Î.00 ,---- _ _ . 2 n _ .  H- 1-^ *
9^2% 1.2n e ^In 2
lim
n
In n
K^<n ->Q0 ^[ln(27i+ln(2n+l)] + (2+l/n)[ln(2n+l) - 1] - ln%^
Dividing the numerator and denominator by In n, we have
 ̂ " y , lnA2n..+ _l/, 2 lnl2n + i) ln(2n + 1)% ^ n  -^oo^n In n ^ 2n In n + In n + "n" in n "
 FInjCIn n n In n In n 
The limit of all the terms of the denominator except
^"in^n * are zero. Clearly ÏÏE ^ = 2.^ K^<n ^  CD ^o
Hence the order p of f(z) is 1/2.
We have left to show that the genus of fCz) is zero. The
zeros of fCz) = ^ occur at the points 1^, 2^,...,n'^,.
TC / z
1The series converges for all \ > 1/2 and
hence the convergence exponent X = p = 1/2. By Hadamard's 
Theorem and the remarks following it, the genus of f(z) is 
zero and f(z) has the representation
f(%) = S i n j ^  . e° G(z/n2;0) . - z/n^).
n /z
2Example 2 , Replacing z by z in example 1 and taking the
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CO p p 00
n5l(l - z /n ) . % z ^5^
50
2
sin % z = % z 3  ̂ = n  ( 1 - z/n)(l + z/n)
= n z tt; (i - z/n)e~^^^(l + z/n)e^^^ n= 1
= n z (l - z/n)e“^^^ (l + z/n)e^^^.H-~ X H— X
Taking the first product over the negative integers and 
changing the sign of the terms, we have
CD /Sin % z = % z %' ( l +  z/n)e^^^
n = - 00
where the (') indicates that n / 0.
In example 1 Chapter 1 we found that sin z and hence
Sin Ti z has order and type equal to 1. The zeros of sin z
occur at the positive and negative integers. Since the 
00 ,series -— j-y converges for all \ > 1, the convergence
exponent of the zeros of sin % z is 1. By Hadamard's
Theorem the genus of sin tc z equals 1„
We have already noted from the remarks following 
Theorem 10 that if an entire function f(z) is of non- 
integral order, then its order coincides with the order of 
the canonical product, From this remark and Theorem 5, we 
have the following theorem.
Theorem 11: If the order p of the entire function fCz) is
not an integer, then f(z) is of maximal, minimal, or normal 
type according to whether = oo , A^ = 0, or 0 < A^ < oo 
where A^ is the upper density of the zeros of f(z).
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Thus far we have only considered entire functions of 
non-integral order. We shall look briefly into the more 
complex problem of the growth of integer-ordered entire 
functions in the next chapter.
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Two added difficulties arise when considering en­
tire functions of integral order. The first of these 
problems arises from the fact that the order of such a 
function may be determined by the exponential factor in
(4 .1). Thus the convergence exponent of the zeros of the 
function may be less than its order or the function may 
not have any zeros and Theorem 11 is no longer valide
Another peculiarity of a function of integral order 
is that the type of the function depends not only on the 
distribution of the zeros but also on the distribution of 
the arguments of the zeros. This dependence will be
illustrated by the following examples.
2 2Example 1. Replacing z by z /2 in Example 1 at the end
of Chapter IV, we have
CO
2^ - 2^ n=lsin ?-z = ïz „7t̂  (1 - z^/(2n)^)
sin ^z has order 1 and type 1 from Example 1 Chapter I„ 
Note that the zeros of sin ^z occur at the even integers, 
Example 2 . Consider the function f(z) defined by
where is Euler's constant and P(z) is the gamma 
function.
It can be verified that l/P(z) has order one and 
maximal type ([4] Markushevich pp. 506, 507, 3l9). The
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zeros of 1/P(z) occur at the negative integers since P ( z )  
has poles at the negative integers.
Clearly the densities of the zeros of l/P(z) and 
sin tc/22 are the same. However, l/P(z) is of maximal 
type and sin Tt/2z is of normal type. Therefore simply 
knowing the density of the zeros of an entire function of 
integral order is not enough to determine its type.
Lindelof proved a theorem which settled the question 
of the type of an entire function of integral order. Be­
fore we proceed to the theorem we introduce a new quantity;
 ̂i  la"l<E■ n —
In the above expression, p is the order of f(z) and a^ is
the coefficient of in Hadamard*s expansion of f(z).
Let = lim !6„(e )| and - max(6„, A„) ̂ R ->00  ̂ Î 1 Î
where is the upper density of the set of zeros of f(z).
Note that or̂  In (5' l) may be zero if the degree of the 
pcxjmomial p(z) in (4.2) is less than the order of f(z)„
We should also note the following which we shall 
need in the proof of the theorem.
Remark : If 6^(r ) is defined as in (p.l), then
ReC6^(R)zP} < |6^(R)zP| 
and equality holds when the arguments of 6^(r ) and 
cancel each other.
Theorem 12: (Lindelof) (a) Suppose f(z) is an entire
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function of integral order p > 1, and f(z) has represen­
tation (4 .2 ). Suppose also that the genus p of the canon­
ical product in (4.2) equals the order p of fCz), Then 
f(z) is of minimal, normal, or maximal type according to 
whether
'2îf = 0, 0 <  Xp < 00 , or = 00 .
Ch) If the genus of f(z) is less than its order, then 
the type of f(z) is equal to the coefficient of in the 
exponential factor e ^ ^ a p p e a r i n g  in the representation
(4 .2 ).
Proof : We shall prove part (a) first. Suppose p = p.
Define a new function f^(z) by
fp(z) = n G(z/a^}p-l) n G(z/a^5p).
^ I I <R I I >E ^n — n
We shall write f(z) in terms of f^(z).
f(z) = u G(z/a ;p)n~ L m
= n G(z/a^;p) n G(z/a ;p)
Ia_I<R ^ Ia_I>E ^
.P(z)
I . _i.— • -21
p(z)^ n (1 - z/a )exp(z/a -K. . ,-t-(z/a )̂  + (. z/a -— )la^kR n ^ n n p-1 n p
% G(z/a ;p) la^l>E
^nigP(z)g |- g (z/an*” h  (1 - z/a„)exp(z/a +
la^kH P la^kE “n n —
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= exp[(ap + i  9 y G(z/a^;p-l)
n —  n —
TC G(z/a ;p) = z ° ^ e ^ p - l ^ f p ( z )  (5.2) 
la^l>R ^
where Pp_^(z) is a polynomial of degree at most p - 1 .
In order to estimate the growth of f(z) we first 
estimate the growth of fg(z). Define a new function M^Cr) 
by
Mp(r) = max lfp(re^®)l.^ P̂ ê Z-n: ^
If p > 1, from Lemma 5 we have the following esti­
mate for In Mjj(r ) on the circle Izl = R.
[R] Iz/a^l^ CD Iz/â l*̂ '*’̂
n S l  1 + U / a ^ l  1 + i V a ^ lIn Mp(R) <R p
[E]
nil
00 
+ 2 
n= [R]
= A [R]
00
2
laJP-l(l + 1 z )
la^|P(lanl + Izl )
r P
la^lP-l( -n + r )
jjP+1
laJPCIa^ + R)
Both of the above sums can be written as Stieltjes integrals 
and our inequality assumes the form:
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In M^(R) <it p RP I
E dn(t) + R p + 1 y 00 dn(t )
+ R) R tP(t + R)
If we apply integration by parts to both integrals in (5.3),
(5.3:̂
we can put the inequality in a more useful form.
1In the first integral let u =
^(t + R)
and
dv = dn(t). In the second integral let u = and
t^(t + R)
dv « dn(t). After carrying out the integration, the fol 
lowing estimate for the first integral can be obtained.
rR dn(t ) n(t) ^
+ E) + E)
n(R)
r P'^Cr  + R)
4- p(t + R ) _R n(t)dt
^ t P ( t  + R p
n(R)  ̂
2RP
/R o(t + R) n(t)^^ 
^ t*̂ (t + R)^
n(R) ^ ^R n(t) dt
2RP
n(R)
t^ (t + r )
R  ^  since t + R > H.2Rp it D
An estimate for the second integral takes the fol­
lowing form after integration by parts.
n(t)
t^(t + R)
A
R
- /■A i(t + R) - t n(t) dt
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lim 
A -> <x>
n (A) n(R)
since
< lim 
n(R)
AP(A + E) r P(R + e )
(A)
+ /•R
A p(t + R) + t n(t) 
+ R)^
dt
- + /°° + B) + t + ,E n(t)dt
A ->oo A"(A + E) E t^^(t + E)
> 0 and R > 0.2R ^
*00 dn( t)
{“  tt'Ud'R; i  / ^ a , A P ( l T E )  " C  t O * H t  T h )
Since A + R ^  A, we have that — £̂ (4)
n(t.) dt
A^(A + r ) a P"̂ ^< ^44r for all A,
CDBut since the series Zn=l |P+1 converges, this seriesn
written as a Stielt jes integral of the form D ^p+i
converges. In the proof of Lemma 4 we showed that these
= 0. Hence the estimateconditions imply that lim sL4)A —> 00 a P"*”̂  
for the second integral becomes
dnCt) < (p + l) y® n(t) dt
t +
___________      ^ r n + n '! fOO M  t .) dt
® tP(t + R) ® tP'̂ '̂ C  R) ”  R tP"̂ ^
since t + R > t and substituting t for t + R does not affect 
the convergence of the integral.
Substituting the estimates we found for the integrals 
into (5.3), inequality (5.3) assumes the following form..
In M^(R) < A R P R (R)2RP p r/
+ (  p + 1 )  / œ n
E t
(t)
p+2 dt
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= A dt
+ (p + 1) dt ( 5 .4 )
R t'
The case where p = 1 can be done similar!ly w i t h  the same 
result.
If the upper d e n s i t y  of the zeros of fCz) is g iven 
by A- = lim — , then, g i v e n  e > 0, t h e r e  exists K > 0
 ̂ t ->CD tP °
depending on e such that < A^ + e or n(t) < (a^+ e)t^
for t > K^. Using this estimate for n(t) in (5.4), we
have
In Mjj(e ) < Ap
(a ^ + e)R*̂ _ _ n  Ü  (a« + e)tP 
+ pR^ ^  — -—  -----  dt +
R p+2
' ApCdj + e)|-2[ ÿ- + pB"-^ ^®dt + (p + l)E"*V
= A^(a^ + s ) + pR^ + (p + 1)R^^^“̂ 1
= Ap(6jg. + s)RP[2p + 3/2] = Rp(A^ + e)RP for R > (5.5)
Now that we have an estimate for the growth of f^(z), 
we return to the problem of estimating the growth of f(z).
From (5*2) we have that
.(z) 6„(E)zPIf(z)I ^  Iz lie P ^ lie ^ I max Ifp(z)!
0 £0^2x  ^
which implies that for Iz| = R
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M^(a) ^  R°^exp[Ee{P
Taking the logarithm of both sides, the inequality becomes 
In M^(r ) < In + EefP .(Ee^®)}+ Re{6^(r )(Ee^®)}
+ In M^(R).
Using the remark preceding Theorem 12 and the fact that 
Re{Pp_^(Re^®) ] grows as R*̂ ” ,̂ the estimate for In M^(r ) 
becomes
In M^(R) ^ |6^(r )I RP + In Mg(R) + 0(R^~^) + m In R or
In M^(E) , . In Mg(R) o(R^“^) m In R
EP < l6 , ( E ) l  + -  ÿ - -  + — ^  +
But both -  and — Tn ,R -^ehave as 0( l/R) . This to-
RP RP
gether with the asymptotic inequality (5.5) gives us 
In Mf(R)
 i  < [6.(r )| + K (a . + e) + 0(i/R) for R > E .g p  I p 1 o
Taking the limit superior of both sides gives us the
following upper estimate for the type o« of f(z),
  In M„(r ) ___
+ + E^). (5.6)p 1 — 1 p
We shall now establish a reverse inequality to (5.6 j 
We may assume that f(o) = 1, Otherwise in place of fCz) 
one considers fCz) =------ ----f̂fif (m )(o)
which has the same order and type as f(z). Therefore from 
Lemma 7 we can say that n(r) ^  In M^(er) for every r ^ 0
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since f(z) is holomorphic in the whole finite complex plane 
Dividing by and taking the limit superior of both sides,
we obtain lim — — - < lim e*"̂ ------ -—  which implies
r -e> OD r^ r -> oo (er)*^
(5.7)
We are left with the task of finding a similar in­
equality for 6^. To this end we estimate f(z) from below. 
The first step is to find a lower estimate for f^(z).
fg(z) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 8 since 
fg(o) = 1, and it is holomoiphic in the finite complex 
plane. Choose r\ = 3/2e. Then inside the circle 
Izl < r = R/2e but outside a family of excluded circles, 
the sum of whose diameters is less than 4pr = 6re~^ ,
we have
Inl fg(z) I > H(ri) In Mg(E) = - 6 In (5.8)
since H(p) = 2 + In ^  = 2 + In e"̂ = 6
—  5But 6re~' < r/2. Hence, there exists r^ > 0 lying between
r/2 and r such that the circumference Izl = r^ does not 
intersect any of the excluded circles. The validity of 
this statement lies in the fact that the sum of the diame­
ters in the most extreme case (the arguments of the centers 
of all the excluded circles being equal and their circum­
ferences tangent) is less than the radius of the circle 
Izl = r/2.
Hence from representation (5.2), we see that on the
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circumference Izl = r^ we have
P ,(z) 6 (P)z^
M ^ ( r ^ )  > j r ^ M e  ^ lie llfj^(r^)l
= r“ exp[Re{Pp_^(z)}]exp[ReC&^(P)z^]]Ifg(r^)I
or
In M^(r^) > m In + Re(P^_^( z) ] + Re{6^(H.)z^l + In I f^(r^ )
(5.9)
Since r^ < r < R and since the circumference 
Izl = r^ does not intersect any of the excluded circles, 
the inequality (5.8) is valid for Izl = r^ and we may re­
place In I fg(r^)l by -6 In Mj^(r) in (5.9). Since Re[Pp_^(z)}
grows as r^ ^ for I z I = r-, , we may replace it by 0(r^ ^).
1Hence,
In M^(r^) > m In r^ + Re{6^(R)z^} -6 in Mg(R) + 0(r^~^), 
Transposing, we have
Ref&^(R)zP} < In M^(r^) - m In r^ + 0(r^“^) + 6 in M^(R ' ,
(5.10/
We choose the argument of z so that the arguments of 6„(R) 
and 2P  cancel each other. Then equality holds in the ex­
pression Re[6jp(R)z^} < |5^(R)z*^| and the inequality in 
(5.10) will be preserved on substitution of 1&^(r )z ^| for 
Re{6^(R)z^}. With this substitution we have
|6 ^ ( R ) z ^1 = |6^(R)I rj < In M^(r^) - m In r^ + 0(rj“^)
+ 6 In Mg(R)
and division by rj gives us
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In ) m In r, 0(r? 6 In M-p(R)
i6^(E)i < — ------ — —  + — —  " — —  ■
m In P-. 0(r^Both of the expressions, -------   and   , grow as
rP rP
0(l/r^) and consequently may be replaced by it. We also
5 In Mjj(R)want a replacement for — — —— — . To this end we note
that R = 2er and r^ > r/2 implies 4er^ > R. Substituting 
4er^ for R in the asymptotic inequality (5.5) and multi­
plying both sides of the inequality by (4e)*̂ , we have
In Mp(R)
 %----  < K (a . + e)(4e)P for 4er. > K ,-pP P t 1 o^1
With these substitutions our estimate for 6^(r ) 
takes the form
In M_p(r. )|6„(r)| < ------- —  + 6K (a „ + e)(4e)P + 0(l/r_, )t -pP P 1 11
for 4er^ > . By taking the supremum of both sides, we
obtain + 6K^ A^(4e)^., Inequality (5.7) gives us
+ 6K e a„(4e)P = G a„ where C = (l + 6K 4^e^^) . f —  f p i  p f  P P
From this inequality, inequality (5.7), and the definition 
of Yf» have
XfC-l i
The above estimate together with (5.6) implies that 
the type of f(z) depends on Yp which proves the first 
part of the theorem.
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(b) Suppose p < p . Then p + - ji P sur ô the se re es
'Z-  ---- — converges. Thus the series written as a ht <|a^|P
integral of the form ^co dnijW converges ̂ Integrating
parts we have dnCti - tiCt.) j  ̂ p / o t n C t ^  h t S i r  ce
6 tP ^ tP""̂
the integral on the left converges, both terms on ti. r i g
are bounded» In addition to being bounded, dr+- P
monotone increasing and hence converges » We have already
verified in the proof of Lemma 4 that under these cond.L.
r 
Ptions lim - 0r -> 00
From Lemma 5 we have the following estimate for the 
cononical product mfz) in the expression for fCz.v
mrCzil f K rP-t V  e l m  a, , r * =
P -b r t P " ̂
It remains to show that
1 rr ni t '  ̂ . roo nt t )
0 f  b ,P y +. 1
is less than an arbitrary c > 0 for r sufficiently large
Suppose e > 0, Since the second integral converge
there exists R_̂  > 0 -^uch that for r > h , K -, eO o ’ ^ p M
We now consider the first integi-al in ' c, 1.1 c S
p > p + 1, there exists t > 0 such that i °  ̂  ̂ ^ ^
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Hence siii at = ^  dtr I, , p r 1 .0+1+0
K _
n " Ti t^t
for arbitrary > 0. Let B = K sup (- -” -). B is a
^ 0<t^r tP
( t L  ^
~(ln r - In T]) if 6 = 0
constant since lim q  and K is a constant. Therefore
t -^OD t^ P
/r aill at
^ ' "(-r"® + n"®) if 5 > 0
Clearly, in either case there exists > 0 such that
K
^  < G/2 for r >
Combining the last two estimates, (5.1l) becomes
Inl'ftCz)! < e rP for r > max(R^, .
The asymptotic inequality above implies that ti( z ) 
grows no faster than a function of order p and minimal 
type. Thus by part (b) of Theorem 9 the type of f(z) coin­
cides with the type of the exponential factor, (the coef­
ficient of gP) and part (b) is proved.
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